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Slide # Assigned to Description Negative Number  How this photo related to story

1 Chris woman also appears in PHOTO 18 and man also appears in 16 21

coworkers from Ethan Allen- the women mentioned 
that Andrea was abnormally stressed this week at 
work which is out of character

2 Chris unknown women.  at the wedding solo 20
no one knows who this woman is that we've 
interviewed so far

3 Chris man also appears in PHOTO 3, 4, 11 / woman also appears in PHOTO 3, 5 19

Boyfriend and bestfriend - The woman in the photo 
moved with Andrea from Calgary to upstate New 
York. They know eachother from highschool. Used to 
get in trouble by hanging out at the 7-11 trying to 
bum cigarettes that were leaving the store. Other 
than that, good kids. Straight As, even though 
Andrea's parents separated when she was 14. 
Apparently she took up boxing lessons to deal with 
the stress.

4 Chris man also appears in PHOTO 3, 11 / another photo of ANDREA (missing victim) 18
boyfriend of 3 years with Andrea. He's a investment 
banker

5 Chris woman also appears in PHOTO 3, 5 / another photo of ANDREA (missing victim) 16 Andrea with best friend Joy Reynolds
6 Chris ANDREA (missing woman) with woman from in PHOTO 3, 6, 5 12 Andrea with best friend Joy Reynolds

7 Chris flower centerpiece and an empty/ bare Table 9. Window are dark 13

Because Andrea was such close friends with the 
groom and she's studied as an interior designer that 
worked for Ethan Allen for 5 years, the groom asked 
her to decorate and design the wedding. This is the 
reason why she took so many photos of the details.

8 Chris
ANDREA (missing woman) with man from PHOTO 3, 4, 8, 11 and 
cupcake 14

Andrea with Boyfriend. The just got back from a trip 
to the Bahamas

9 Chris
off-center photo of flower centerpiece on Table 9 with giftaway jar and 
cupcake 15

Because Andrea was such close friends with the 
groom and she's studied as an interior designer that 
worked for Ethan Allen for 5 years, the groom asked 
her to decorate and design the wedding. This is the 
reason why she took so many photos of the details.

10 Michelle

Blonde woman posing on the dance floor with beer. Man with light 
purple tie in background. Another couple (woman in dress with back 
to the camera and a man in black) dancing in the background. Also 
have a partial view of the a man dressed in a white or grey suit with 
buttonaire or hankerchief. 8

Aquaintance of Andrea through the groom is dancing 
with her boyfriend. Cannot make out the people 
dancing next to the couple

11 Michelle

ANDREA (missing victim) with bald-headed man holding beers. 
Holding a white bag or package on the right arm. Man also appears in 
PHOTO 3 9

This is the last photo that we have before Andrea 
goes missing. Looking at the time stamp, she had to 
have gone missing after 11PM that night.

12 Michelle

New group of people, possibly the bride with a bouquet in hand. In the 
photo with 3 other men holding beers (1: full face; 2: face hidden; 3: 
Side profile who don't appear in any other photos. Seems to be dark 
out in the photos. 10

Only photo of the bride, who we have yet to question. 
We need here statement to find out who the 3 men 
standing next to her are, especially the man looking 
straight into the camera. 
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13 Michelle

Portrait of one of the wedding couple's parents outside the venue, by 
the giveaway table. Dressed up with the flower buttonaires. 
Photographer and man in black in the background. Still daylight out, 
but cloudy looking. 25

Groom's parents. Andrea was close friends with the 
groom and considered the groom's parents are like 
her second family.

14 Michelle

Couple hugging outside near parking lot. Not in party clothes, but man 
is fashionable in a hat and checkered sports jacket. Woman has red 
hair, looks similar to the red-haired woman in PHOTO 15, could be 
sisters 24

Biological father and step mother.  Her father, Gregg 
was the founder, president and CEO of the airline 
company WestJet.

15 Michelle
Closeup photo of smiling happy couple: red headed woman with blue-
eyed man with maroon tie (possibly part of wedding party) 23

Brother of the groom with his wife. Also close to 
Andrea.

16 Michelle Man or woman giving the thumbs up. Also seen in PHOTO 1, 16 4 Coworkers from Ethan Allen who also sat at Table 9

17 Michelle
Man in untucked dress shirt playing billards. Dark photo. Partial view 
of another player possibly in a white and blue dress. 6

Another mystery photo. There is a crease on the right 
hand side of the photo. We cannot identify that man 
or the person cropped out of the shot to the left.

18 Michelle Woman who appears in PHOTO 1 with a purple flower in her hair 5
Co-worker from Ethan Allen said that Andrea took the 
flower from the centerpiece and put it in her hair

***NEGATIVE #17 has a hole in the face of one of 2 men in the image
Wedding Venue: Owls Hoot Barn - 386 Bronck Mill Rd, West Coxsackie, NY 12192


